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precedence.
To conclude, Eibach looks at the
fraught area of whether or not to inform
a patient that he or she is terminally ill.
Eibach maintains that if the theological
point of view is to be considered, the
patient must be presented with the full
facts to enable him to decide whether or
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like. I was glad to have the information
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Ann Shearer points out that the tal handicap hospital is in some cases to
enter a world one thought had disapemphasis of care for handicapped chil- peared
with the Victorian era. Howdren has been on their handicap, physiJoanna Ryan points out, to cascal or more usually mental, rather than ever, asindividual
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collusion in writing off mentally
disregarded. She contrasts the facilities our
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who are unable to remain with their question the balance of the book, but
families. The book starts with a review perhaps its value lies in posing quesof the stark findings of the Curtis com- tions rather than answering them.
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not to be treated. If the patient is not
informed, he is merely an object of the
doctor's power. The report comes to an
end with a discussion on ethical norms
and makes a call for more debate.
This document portrays the complex
issues in medical ethics and sets out the
'evangelische' response. Its principal
contribution lies in that it deals lucidly
with concrete situations rather than the
purely abstract. Therefore, although
there is a significant degree of repetition, the main article and those on
ante-natal scanning and power relationships deserve attention.
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ethical. This brings him to euthanasia,
where he pertinently points out that this
is not a new problem, but that it has
only now come to public attention
because more people have the opportunity to make a decision on when they
wish to end their own life.
Contemporary society also shows
signs of demand medicine, looking for
perfection, but Ritschl points out that
this is contrary to the biblical view of life
in which pain and suffering play a part.
Christian theology can contribute here
by questioning the objective of the
'normal man' and by fighting for the
integration of the disabled and the sick
into society. Jurgen Hubner then
examines the role of Christianity in
medicine in more detail and draws our
attention to the fact that due to the
increased specialisation of medicine and
the greater use of technology, there is a
risk that Man's emotional needs are
being neglected. He maintains that the
Sermon on the Mount should be the
basis of the Christian's care of the whole
Man.
The medical profession's attention is
also drawn to the ethical issues involved
in their wielding of power. They must
not exploit their position, and should
not use the excuse of pressure of time in
order not to explain to the patient what
is happening, thereby maintaining their
hold over the latter.
Yet medicine is obviously not just
about power relationships, but about
healing. Here Amelung draws a parallel
between the healing power of God and
the healing power of doctors.
The ethical issues in ante-natal scanning are given extensive coverage. The
principal difficulty arises from the tension between the rights of the unborn
child and the rights of the rest of
society. These are discussed at some
length, and it is pointed out that no one
can ever be ioo per cent certain that a
child is badly deformed. Moreover,
where is the line to be drawn: who
should decide what constitutes an
unbearable handicap? Piechowiak
interestingly states that whereas in the
past doctors were concerned with preventing disease, they are now involved
in preventing the birth of ill people.
Piechowiak believes that in Christian
ethics, human life must always take

